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Abstract  18 

The escape trajectory (ET) of prey – measured as the angle relative to the predator’s approach path – 19 

plays a major role in avoiding predation. Previous geometric models predict a single ET; however, 20 

many species show highly variable ETs with multiple preferred directions. Although such a high ET 21 

variability may confer unpredictability to avoid predation, the reasons why animals prefer specific 22 

multiple ETs remain unclear. Here, we constructed a novel geometric model that incorporates the 23 

time required for prey to turn and the predator's position at the end of its attack. The optimal ET was 24 

determined by maximizing the time difference of arrival at the edge of the safety zone between the 25 

prey and predator. By fitting the model to the experimental data of fish Pagrus major, we show that 26 

the model can clearly explain the observed multiple preferred ETs. By changing the parameters of 27 

the same model within a realistic range, we were able to produce various patterns of ETs empirically 28 

observed in other species (e.g., insects and frogs): a single preferred ET and multiple preferred ETs at 29 

small (20–50°) and large (150–180°) angles from the predator. Our results open new avenues of 30 
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investigation for understanding how animals choose their ETs from behavioral and neurosensory 31 

perspectives. 32 

Keywords: escape direction; escape response; escape turn; mathematical model; predator evasion 33 

 34 

Introduction 35 

When exposed to sudden threatening stimuli such as ambush predators, most prey species initiate 36 

escape responses that include turning swiftly and accelerating away from the threat. The escape 37 

responses of many invertebrate and lower vertebrate species are controlled by giant neurons that 38 

ensure a short response time [1]. Many previous studies have focused on two behavioral traits that 39 

are fundamental for avoiding predation: when to escape (i.e., flight initiation distance, which is 40 

measured as the distance from the predator at the onset of escape) and where to escape [i.e., escape 41 

trajectory (ET), which is measured as the angle of escape direction relative to the stimulus direction] 42 

[2]. Previous studies have investigated the behavioral and environmental contexts affecting these 43 

variables [3-8], because they largely determine the success or failure of predator evasion [9-13], and 44 

hence the fitness of the prey species. A large number of models on how animals determine their flight 45 

initiation distances have been formulated and tested by experiments [2]. Although a number of 46 

models have also been developed to predict animal ETs [4, 14, 15], there are still some unanswered 47 

questions about how the variability of the observed ETs is generated.  48 

 Two different escape tactics (and their combination) have been proposed to enhance the 49 

success of predator evasion [16, 17]: the optimal tactic (deterministic), which maximizes the distance 50 

between the prey and the predator (Figure 1A) [4, 14, 15, 18], and the protean tactic (stochastic), 51 

which maximizes unpredictability to prevent predators from adjusting their strike trajectories 52 

accordingly (Figure 1B) [19-22]. Previous geometric models, which formulate optimal tactics, 53 

predict a single ET that depends on the relative speeds of the predator and the prey [4, 14, 15, 18], 54 

and additionally, predator’s turning radii and sensory-motor delay in situations where the predator 55 

can adjust its strike path [23-25]. The combination of the optimal tactic (formulated by previous 56 

geometric models), which predicts a specific single ET, and the protean tactic, which predicts 57 

variability, can explain the ET variability within a limited angular sector that includes the optimal ET 58 

(Figure 1C). However, the combination of the two tactics cannot explain the complex ET 59 

distributions reported in empirical studies on various taxa of invertebrates and lower vertebrates 60 

(reviewed in [26]). Whereas some animals exhibit unimodal ET patterns that satisfy the prediction of 61 
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the combined tactics or optimal tactic with behavioral imprecision (e.g., [27]), many animal species 62 

show multimodal ETs within a limited angular sector (esp., 90–180°) (Figure 1D) (e.g., [4, 5, 28]). 63 

To explore the discrepancy between the predictions of the models and empirical data, some 64 

researchers have hypothesized mechanical/sensory constraints [17, 29]; however, the reasons why 65 

certain animal species prefer specific multiple ETs remain unclear.  66 

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram showing the different tactics for escape trajectories (ETs). (A) The pure optimal 67 

tactic, which predicts a specific optimal ET. (B) The pure protean tactic, which predicts a random ET from all 68 

directions. (C) The combination of optimal and protean tactics, which predicts an ET selected randomly (or with a 69 

specific probability distribution) from a limited angular sector that includes the optimal ET. (D) The multiple 70 

preferred ETs, empirically observed in various species. Please also see Domenici et al. [17] for the review on 71 

potential ETs. 72 

 73 

 Multiple preferred ETs of prey can result from situations in which animals choose one 74 

behavior from multiple options. Previous work carried out in the field of human and animal 75 

psychology on the choice of a particular behavioral strategy out of a number of options, has proposed 76 

a principle called “matching law.” According to this principle, the probability of a certain behavior to 77 

occur is related to the proportion of rewards obtained [30-33]. This is in contrast to a purely optimal 78 
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tactic, where animals should always choose the best option (i.e., the highest rewards obtained) [33, 79 

34]. Arguably, the field of predator-prey interactions has the potential to benefit from an analytical 80 

interpretation based on the matching law, because the multiple ETs available to the prey set a 81 

scenario similar to the multiple behavioral options considered in previous work analyzed using this 82 

principle. In line with this approach, the probability with which a prey chooses a particular escape 83 

trajectory can be related to the rewards (chances of survival) of each ET option calculated from a 84 

predator-prey geometric model.   85 

 In previous geometric models, the prey was assumed to instantaneously escape in any 86 

direction, irrespective of the prey’s initial body orientation relative to the predator’s approach path 87 

(hereafter, initial orientation) [4, 14, 15]. However, additional time is required for changing the 88 

heading direction (i.e., turn); therefore, a realistic model needs to take into account that the predator 89 

can approach the prey while the prey is turning [12]. Additionally, in previous models, attacking 90 

predators were assumed to move for an infinite distance at a constant speed [4, 14, 15]. However, the 91 

attacks of many real predators, especially ambush ones, end at a certain distance from initial 92 

positions of the prey [35-37]. Therefore, we constructed a geometric model that incorporates two 93 

additional factors: the time required for the prey to turn and the endpoint of the predator attack. First, 94 

using a fish species as a model, we tested whether our model could predict empirically observed 95 

multimodal ETs. Second, by calculating the chances of survival of each ET option from our model, 96 

we investigated how the prey fish chose a given ET from multiple options. Third, by extending the 97 

model, we tested whether other patterns of empirical ETs could be predicted: unimodal ETs and 98 

multimodal ETs directed at small (20–50°) and large (150–180°) angles from the predator's approach 99 

direction. The biological implications resulting from the model and experimental data are then 100 

discussed within the frameworks of predator-prey interactions and behavioral decision-making.  101 

 102 

Model 103 

We revised the previous model proposed by Domenici [15, 38] (Figure 2A) (and the model proposed 104 

by Corcoran & Conner [24], Appendix 1—figure 1A). Other previous models [4, 14, 18, 25] made 105 

predictions similar to those of Domenici’s model or those of Corcoran’s model, although they used 106 

different theoretical approaches. In Domenici’s model, the predator with a certain width (i.e., the 107 

width of a killer whale’s tail used as a weapon to catch prey) directly approaches the prey, and the 108 

prey (the whole body) should enter the safety zone before the predator reaches that entry point. In 109 
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this model, the prey can instantaneously escape in any direction, and the predation threat moves 110 

linearly and infinitely. Corcoran’s model is based on the same principle as Domenici’s model, but 111 

includes the concept that the predator (i.e., a bat) can adjust the approach path up to its minimum 112 

turning radius. Thus, Domenici’s model can be regarded as a special case of Corcoran’s model when 113 

the turning radius of the predator is infinitely large. These models are based on the escape response 114 

of the horizontal plane, which is realistic for many fish species as well as terrestrial and benthic 115 

species that move on substrates. They can also be applied to aerial animals such as moths escaping 116 

from bats because many predator-prey interactions are approximately two-dimensional in a local 117 

spatial scale [24, 39]. Hereafter, we explain the modification of Domenici’s model (a special case of 118 

Corcoran’s model) because the data on previously published predator-prey experiments on the same 119 

species of prey and predator in our experiment [12] show that the predator does not adjust the strike 120 

path during the attack [Figure 2—figure supplement 1, adjusted angle=1.0±6.6° (mean±s.d.), n=5], 121 

and thus the number of parameters to estimate can be reduced. See Appendix 1 for details of the 122 

modified version of Corcoran’s model.  123 

  124 
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Figure 2. Proposed geometric models for animal escape trajectories. (A) A previous geometric model proposed by 125 

Domenici [15]. The predation threat with a certain width (the tail of a killer whale, represented by the black 126 

triangle) directly approaches the prey, and the prey should reach the safety zone (a grey area) outside the danger 127 

zone (white area) before the threat reaches that point. In this model, the prey can instantaneously escape in any 128 

direction, and the predation threat moves linearly and infinitely. (B) Two factors are added to Domenici’s model: 129 

the endpoint of the predator attack, and the time required for the prey to turn. (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) denotes the x and y 130 

coordinates of the crossing point of the escape path and the safety zone edge.  131 

Figure supplement 1. Schematic drawing of how the adjusted angle of the predator (θ) was measured. 132 

Figure supplement 2. Schematic drawing of angular variables.  133 
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 In our new model (Figure 2B), two factors are added to the previous Domenici’s model: the 134 

time required for the prey to turn and the endpoint of the predator attack. We assume that a prey with 135 

a certain initial orientation β (spanning 0–180°, where 0° and 180° correspond to being attacked from 136 

front and behind, respectively) evades a sudden predation threat. Most prey species respond to the 137 

attack by turning at an angle α, and the ET results from the angular sum of α and β. ETs from the left 138 

and right sides were pooled and treated as though they were stimulated from the right side (Figure 139 

2—figure supplement 2; See “Definition of the Angles” in Materials and Methods for details).  140 

When the prey’s center of mass (CoM) at the onset of its escape is located at point (0, 0), the 141 

trajectory of the CoM (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) is given by: 142 

 𝒀𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲 𝑿𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲 𝐭𝐚𝐧 𝜶 𝜷  [1] 

The edge of the safety zone is determined by the half-width of the predator capture device (e.g., 143 

mouth) Dwidth, the distance between the prey’s initial position and the tip of the predator capture 144 

device at the end of the predator attack Dattack, and the shape of the predator’s capture device at the 145 

moment of attack, which is approximated as an arc with a certain radius, Rdevice. The projection of the 146 

predator’s capture device edge along the edge of the sideways safety zone 𝐷  can be expressed as: 147 

 𝑫𝟐 𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞 𝟏 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝟏 𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡

𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞
 [2] 

The ET toward the upper-left corner of the danger zone 𝜃  can be expressed as:  148 

 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫 𝐭𝐚𝐧 𝟏 𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡

𝑫𝟐 𝑫𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐜𝐤
 [3] 

The x and y coordinates of the safety zone edge (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) are given by: 149 

  
𝒀𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞 𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡, 𝜶 𝜷 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫

𝑿𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞 𝑫𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐜𝐤 𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞
𝟐 𝒀𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞

𝟐 𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞
𝟐, 𝜶 𝜷 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫

  [4] 

From equations [1] to [4], the x and y coordinates of the crossing point of the escape path and the 150 

safety zone edge (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) are given by a function of Dwidth, Dattack, Rdevice, and α+β. 151 

The prey can escape from the predator when the time required for the prey to enter the 152 

safety zone (Tprey) is shorter than the time required for the predator’s capture device to reach that 153 

entry point (Tpred). Therefore, the prey is assumed to maximize the difference between the Tpred and 154 

Tprey (Tdiff). To incorporate the time required for the prey to turn, Tprey was divided into two phases: 155 

the fast-start phase, which includes the time for turning and acceleration (𝑇 ), and the constant speed 156 

phase (𝑇 ). This assumption is consistent with the previous studies [40-42] and was supported by our 157 

experiment (See Figure 4—figure supplement 1). Therefore:  158 
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 𝑻𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲 𝑻𝟏 𝑻𝟐 [5] 

For simplicity, the fish was assumed to end the fast-start phase at a certain displacement from the 159 

initial position in any α (D1; the radius of the dotted circle in Figure 2B) and to move at a constant 160 

speed Uprey to cover the rest of the distance (toward the edge of the safety zone 𝑋 𝑌161 

𝐷 , plus the length of the body that is posterior to the center of mass Lprey). Because a larger |α| 162 

requires further turning prior to forward locomotion, which takes time [40, 43], and the initial 163 

velocity after turning was dependent on |α| in our experiment (See Figure 4B), 𝑇  is given by a 164 

function of |α| [𝑇 |α|)]. Therefore, Tprey can be expressed as:  165 

 

𝑻𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲 𝑻𝟏 |𝜶|
𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬

𝟐 𝒀𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬
𝟐 𝑫𝟏 𝑳𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲
 

[6] 

Tpred can be expressed as:  166 

 

𝑻𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 𝑫𝟐 𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝
, 𝜶 𝜷 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫

𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 𝑫𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐜𝐤

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝
, 𝜶 𝜷 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫

 

[7] 

where Dinitial is the distance between the prey and the predator at the onset of the prey’s escape 167 

response (i.e., the flight initiation distance or reaction distance), and 𝑈  is the predator speed, 168 

which is assumed to be constant. From equations [5] to [7], Tdiff can be calculated as:  169 

 𝑻𝐝𝐢𝐟𝐟

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝

𝑫𝟐

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝

𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝
𝑻𝟏 |𝜶|

𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬
𝟐 𝒀𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬

𝟐

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲
 𝑫𝟏

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲
  

𝑳𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲
, 𝜶 𝜷 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫

𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝

𝑫𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐜𝐤

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝
𝑻𝟏 |𝜶|

𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬
𝟐 𝒀𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬

𝟐

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲

𝑫𝟏

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲

𝑳𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲
, 𝜶 𝜷 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫

  

[8] 

Because  are independent of α and β, we can calculate the relative values of 170 

𝑇  (𝑇 ′) in response to the changes of α and β, from:  171 

 

𝑻𝐝𝐢𝐟𝐟′

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧ 𝑫𝟐

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝

𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝
𝑻𝟏 |𝜶|

𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬
𝟐 𝒀𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬

𝟐

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲
, 𝜶 𝜷 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫

𝑫𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐜𝐤

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝
𝑻𝟏 |𝜶|

𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬
𝟐 𝒀𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬

𝟐

𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲
, 𝜶 𝜷 𝜽𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐞𝐫

 

[9] 
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Because 𝑋  and 𝑌  are dependent on Dwidth, Dattack, and Rdevice as well as 𝛼 𝛽, and 𝐷  is 172 

dependent on Dwidth and Rdevice, we can calculate 𝑇 ′ in response to the changes of α and β, from 173 

D1, Dwidth, Dattack, Rdevice, Uprey, Upred, and 𝑇 |𝛼| . Given that the escape success is assumed to be 174 

dependent on 𝑇 ′, the theoretically optimal ET can be expressed as: 175 

 𝐓𝐡𝐞 𝐨𝐩𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐥 𝐄𝐓 𝐚𝐫𝐠𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝜶 𝜷

𝑻𝐝𝐢𝐟𝐟′  [10]

 176 

Results 177 

Experimental Results. P. major exhibited a typical C-start escape response (Figure 2—figure 178 

supplement 2; Figure 3—figure supplement 1), which consists of the initial bend (stage 1), followed 179 

by the return tail flip (stage 2), and continuous swimming or coasting (stage 3) [44, 45]. Figure 3 180 

shows the effect of the initial orientation β on the ETs. As was done in previous studies [26, 46, 47], 181 

the away (contralateral) and toward (ipsilateral) responses, defined as the first detectable movement 182 

of the fish oriented either away from or toward the predator, were analyzed separately. When the 183 

initial orientation was small (i.e., the prey was attacked head-on; Figure 3A; 0°≤β<30°), two peaks in 184 

the ET distribution were observed: a larger peak at around 100° (away response) and a smaller one at 185 

around −80° (toward response). As the initial orientation increases (Figure 3A; 30°≤β<60°), the peak 186 

at around −80° disappeared. As the initial orientation further increases beyond 60°, another peak 187 

appeared at around 170° (Figure 3A). When the initial orientation was large (i.e., the prey was 188 

attacked from behind; Figure 3A; 150°≤β≤180°), there were two similar-sized peaks in the ET at 189 

around 130° (toward response), and 180–200° (away response). There were significant effects of 190 

initial orientation on the ET in both the away and the toward responses [away: generalized additive 191 

mixed model (GAMM), F=214.81, P<0.01, n=208; toward: GAMM, F=373.92, P<0.01, n=56]. 192 

There were significant effects of initial orientation on the turn angle α in away and toward responses 193 

(Figure 3—figure supplement 2; away: GAMM, F=90.88, P<0.01, n=208; toward: GAMM, F=42.48, 194 

P<0.01, n=56). In the overall frequency distribution of ETs pooling the data on all initial orientations 195 

and both toward and away responses, there were two large peaks at 120–130° and 170–180°, and one 196 

small peak at around −80° (Figure 3C). These 3 peaks were confirmed by the Gaussian mixture 197 

model analysis [29], where we fitted 1–9 Gaussian curves to the ETs, and selected the most 198 

parsimonious model based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Figure 3—source data 1).  199 

  200 
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Figure 3. Results of the experiments of Pagrus major attacked by a dummy predator (i.e., a cast of Sebastiscus 201 

marmoratus). (A) Circular histograms of escape trajectories (ETs) in 30° initial orientation β bins. Solid lines are 202 

estimated by the kernel probability density function. Concentric circles represent 5% of the total sample sizes 203 

within each β bin, the bin intervals are 15°, and the bandwidths of the kernel are 50. A drawing of the prey and 204 

predator’s approach direction is shown in the upper right corner of each graph. The arrow and dotted lines represent 205 

the median value and range of predator’s approach direction, respectively. (B) Relationship between initial 206 

orientation and ET. Different colors represent the away (blue) and toward (red) responses. Solid and dotted lines 207 

are estimated by the generalized additive mixed model (GAMM). (C) Circular histogram of ETs pooling all the 208 

data shown in A. Solid lines are estimated by the kernel probability density function. Concentric circles represent 209 

10% of the total sample sizes, the bin intervals are 15°, and the bandwidths of the kernel are 50. The predator's 210 

approach direction is represented by 0°. The dataset and R code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” and 211 

“Source code 1.R”) [n=264 (208 away and 56 toward responses) from 23 individuals].  212 

Figure supplement 1. Representatives of the kinematics of the prey and the predator over time.  213 

Figure supplement 2. Relationship between initial orientation β and turn angle α in the experiment. 214 

Figure supplement 3. Sketch of the experimental apparatus.  215 

Source data 1. Akaike information criterion for 1–9 Gaussian mixture models to estimate the ET distribution.  216 
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  217 

 There were no significant effects of predator speed on the ET and |α| in either the toward or 218 

the away responses (ET, away: GAMM, F=0.01, P=0.93, n=208; ET, toward: GAMM, F=0.05, 219 

P=0.82, n=56; |α|, away: GAMM, F=0.01, P=0.93, n=208; |α|, toward: GAMM, F=0.05, P=0.82, 220 

n=56). There were no significant effects of predator speed [slow (from the minimum to the 33.3% 221 

quantile): 0.13~0.93 m/s; and fast (from the 66.7% quantile to the maximum): 1.29~1.88 m/s] on the 222 

variations of ETs and |α| in all 30° initial orientation bins (Levene’s test, W=0.02~3.22, P=0.09~0.88, 223 

n=22~47). 224 

 225 

Determination of Parameter Values. To predict the relationship between the ET (α+β) and the 226 

relative time difference Tdiff in each initial orientation (β) by the geometric model, we needed Dwidth, 227 

Rdevice, D1, Uprey, T1(|α|), Dattack, and Upred. The methods for determining parameter values are 228 

summarized in Table 1. Dwidth and Rdevice were determined from the mouth shape of the predator (the 229 

sacrificed specimen for making the dummy predator) when fully opened, which were 18 and 199 mm, 230 

respectively. D1, Uprey, and T1(|α|) were directly estimated by analyzing the escape responses of the 231 

prey. Because we have no previous knowledge about the values of Upred and Dattack that the prey 232 

regards as dangerous, optimal values of Upred and Dattack were determined iteratively by comparing 233 

model outputs with observed ETs. These optimal values were checked afterward with the data from 234 

previously published predator-prey experiments on the same species of prey and predator [12]. We 235 

applied this optimization procedure to estimating Upred instead of measuring the dummy predator 236 

speed per trial in the experiment because there was no significant effect of predator speed on ET in 237 

the experiment, suggesting that the prey is likely to have optimized their ETs based on a fixed 238 

predator speed (See Discussion for details). This assumption was also supported by the follow-up 239 

analysis using the dummy predator speed per trial, where the model fits became worse compared to 240 

the model using the fixed predator speed estimated through the optimization procedure (Table 241 

3—source data 1; Figure 5—figure supplement 1).  242 

The distance of the fast-start phase (D1) was regarded as 15 mm based on the relationship 243 

between displacement and velocity of the prey in the experiments (Figure 4—figure supplement 1), 244 

where the velocity increased up to about 15 mm of displacement from the initial position, beyond 245 

which it plateaus; over the 15 mm displacement from the initial position, there were no significant 246 

differences in the mean velocity between any combinations of 3-mm intervals in any 30° |α| bins 247 
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(Figure 4—figure supplement 1; paired t-test with Bonferroni’s correction, all P=1.00, n=23). There 248 

were significant effects of |α| on the time for a displacement of 15 mm from the initial position 249 

(GAMM, F=78.84, P<0.01, n=263; note that the sample size is smaller than the total number of 250 

observations, 264, because the prey did not move over 15 mm in one case) and on the mean velocity 251 

during the displacement (GAMM, F=76.00, P<0.01, n=263). However, there were no significant 252 

effects of |α| on the time required for a displacement of 15 to 30 mm from the initial position 253 

(GAMM, F=1.52, P=0.22, n=257; note that the sample size is smaller than the total number of 254 

observations, 264, because the prey did not move over 30 mm in 7 cases) and on the mean velocity 255 

during the displacement (GAMM, F=0.89, P=0.27, n=257). Therefore, the time required for the prey 256 

to turn was incorporated into the model by analyzing the relationship between |α| and the time 257 

required for a displacement of 15 mm. The mean velocity of the prey during the constant phase Uprey 258 

was estimated to be 1.04 m s-1, based on the experimental data. Because the cut-off distance might 259 

affect the overall results of the study, we have repeated all the statistical analyses (See Tables 2, 3, 260 

and the text below for results with a cut-off distance of 15 mm) with cut-off distances of 10 and 20 261 

mm and confirmed that the overall results are insensitive to the changes (Table 2—source data 1; 262 

Table 3—source data 2). 263 

 264 

Table 1. Methods for determining parameter values 265 

Symbol Description Value Method 

Dwidth 
the half-width of the predator capture device 

(e.g., mouth) 
18 mm 

measured directly from the dummy 

predator (a sacrificed individual) 

Rdevice 

the radius of the predator’s capture device at the 

moment of attack, which is approximated as an 

arc 

199 mm 
measured directly from the dummy 

predator (a sacrificed individual) 

D1 
the displacement from the initial position of prey 

where it was assumed to end the fast-start phase 
15 mm 

estimated from the escape 

kinematics of prey in the experiment 

Uprey 
the prey speed after the displacement of D1, 

which is assumed to be constant 
1.04 m s-1 

estimated from the escape 

kinematics of prey in the experiment 

T1(|α|)  

the time required for a displacement of D1 from 

the initial position of the prey, given by a 

function of turn angle |α| 

Figure 4A 
estimated from the escape 

kinematics of prey in the experiment 

Dattack 

the distance between the prey’s initial position 

and the tip of the predator capture device at the 

end of the predator attack  

35 mm 
optimized by comparing the model 

outputs with experimental data 

Upred 
the predator speed, which is assumed to be 

constant 
1.54 m s-1 

optimized by comparing the model 

outputs with experimental data 
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 266 

The relationship between |α| and the time required for a displacement of 15 mm, T1(|α|), is 267 

shown in Figure 4. The time was constant up to 44° of |α|, above which the time linearly increased in 268 

response to the increase of |α| (Figure 4A). In the hierarchical Bayesian model, the lowest widely 269 

applicable or Watanabe-Akaike information criterion (WAIC) was obtained for the piecewise linear 270 

regression model (Table 2). To understand the possible mechanism of the relationship, the 271 

relationship between |α| and initial velocity after a stage 1 turn, calculated as the displacement per 272 

second during the 10 milliseconds (ms) after the turn, was also evaluated (Figure 4B). The velocity 273 

increased in response to |α| up to 46°, beyond which it plateaus. In the hierarchical Bayesian model, 274 

the lowest WAIC was obtained for the piecewise linear regression model (Table 2). In both 275 

relationships, the regression lines by the piecewise linear model were similar to those by the GAMM, 276 

suggesting that the general trends of the relationships were clearly captured by this method. The 277 

change points of the two relationships were not significantly different [difference: 1.70±18.01° 278 

(mean±95% Bayesian credible intervals)]. These results indicate that fish with a small |α| (<<45°) 279 

can accomplish the stage 1 turn quickly but their velocity after the turn is lower, while fish with an 280 

intermediate |α| (=45°) spend a longer time on the stage 1 turn, but their velocity after the turn is 281 

higher. Fish with a large |α| (>> 45°) spend a still longer time on the stage 1 turn, but their velocity 282 

after the turn is similar to that with an intermediate |α| (Figure 4). 283 

 284 

Figure 4. The relationship between the absolute value of the turn angle |α| and time-distance variables. (A) 285 

Relationship between |α| and the time required for a displacement of 15 mm from the initial position of the prey 286 

(n=263 from 23 individuals). (B) Relationship between |α| and the initial velocity after stage 1 turn (n=264 from 23 287 

individuals). Solid blue lines are estimated by the piecewise linear regression model, and red dashed lines are 288 

estimated by the generalized additive mixed model (GAMM). The shaded regions indicate the 95% Bayesian 289 
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credible intervals of the piecewise linear regression model. The dataset and R code are available at Figshare 290 

(“Source code 1.R”, “Source code 2.pdf”, “Source code 3.pdf”, and “Dataset1.csv”).  291 

Figure supplement 1. Relationship between displacement from the initial position and mean velocity during the 292 

displacement for each turn angle (|α|) bin. 293 

 294 

We have optimized the values of Upred and Dattack from the perspective of the prey using the 295 

experimental data (See Materials and Methods for details). Briefly, the optimal values for prey were 296 

obtained using the ranking index, where 0 means that the real fish chose the theoretically optimal ET 297 

where Tdiff is the maximum, and 1 means that the real fish chose the theoretically worst ET where 298 

Tdiff is the minimum (e.g., going toward the predator). The result shows that the optimal value of 299 

Dattack is 34.73 mm and the optimal value of Upred is 1.54 m s-1. Using data from previously published 300 

predator-prey experiments on the same species of prey and predator [12], we show that the estimated 301 

Dattack value is at the upper limit of the empirical data and the estimated Upred value is higher than the 302 

mean of the observed predator speed (Figure 5—figure supplement 2A and B). Similarly, the 303 

estimated Upred value is higher than the mean of the observed dummy predator speed in our 304 

experiment (Figure 5—figure supplement 2C and D). These results suggest that the values 305 

independently estimated in the present study are reasonable, and the prey may choose ETs by 306 

overestimating the values of Dattack and Upred.  307 

 308 

Table 2. Widely applicable or Watanabe–Akaike information criterion (WAIC) for each model in the hierarchical 309 

Bayesian models (n=263 and 264, respectively, from 23 individuals). The dataset and R code are available at 310 

Figshare (“Dataset1.csv”, “Source code 2.pdf”, and “Source code 3.pdf”). 311 

Relationship WAIC ΔWAIC 

|α|–T1 relationship 

Piecewise linear 1363.7 0 

Linear 1376.7 7.0 

Constant 1581.1 217.4 

|α|–initial velocity after stage 1 turn relationship 

Piecewise linear –218.1 0 

Linear –205.1 13.0 

Constant –171.5 46.6 

|α|, absolute value of the turn angle; T1, time required for a displacement of 15 mm from the initial position. The 312 

best models are shown in bold. 313 

Source data 1. The case where the distance for the fast-start phase was regarded as either 10 or 20 mm. 314 

 315 
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Comparison of Model Predictions and Experimental Data. Figure 5A plots the relationships 316 

between the ET and the relative time difference Tdiff for different initial orientations β, estimated by 317 

the geometric model; Figure 5B plots the relationship between the initial orientation and the 318 

theoretical ET. Forty-one percent, 76%, and 94% of observed ETs were within the top 10%, 25%, 319 

and 40% quantiles, respectively (0.1, 0.25, 0.40 ranking index) of the theoretical ETs (Figure 5B and 320 

Figure 5—figure supplement 3). In general, the predicted ETs are in line with the observed ones, 321 

where the model predicts a multimodal pattern of ET with a higher peak (i.e., optimal ET) at the 322 

maximum Tdiff (Tdiff,1) and a second lower peak (i.e., suboptimal ET) at the second local maximum of 323 

Tdiff (Tdiff,2). When the initial orientation is <20° (Figures 5A; β =15°, 5B and 6B), the optimal and 324 

suboptimal ETs are around 100° (away response) and −100° (toward response), respectively, which 325 

is consistent with the bimodal distribution of our experiment (Figure 3A; 0°≤β<30°). At initial 326 

orientations in the range 20‒60°, the suboptimal ET switches from around −100° to 170° (Figures 327 

5A; β =45°, 5B and 6B), although Tdiff,2 is extremely small compared to Tdiff,1 (Figures 5A; β =45°, 328 

5B and 6B). Accordingly, the second peak (i.e., at around 170°) was negligible in our experimental 329 

data (Figure 3A; 30°≤β <60°), even though the fish can potentially reach such an ET (i.e., from such 330 

an initial orientation, an 170° ET is within the upper limit of |α|, 147°). When the initial orientation is 331 

60‒120° (Figures 5A; β =75° and β =105°, 5B and 6B), the optimal ET is 100‒140° (gradually 332 

shifting from 100° to 140°), and the suboptimal ET is around 170°. These two peaks and the shift of 333 

the optimal ET are consistent with the experimental results (Figure 3A; 60°≤β<90° and 90°≤β<120°). 334 

The values of the optimal and suboptimal ETs are reversed at initial orientations >120° (Figures 5B 335 

and 6B), as the optimal and suboptimal values become 170‒180° and around 140°, respectively 336 

(Figure 5A). These results are again consistent with the bimodal distribution of our experiments 337 

(Figure 3A; 120°≤β<150° and 150°≤β≤180°).  338 

 339 
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Figure 5. Model estimates. (A) Relationship between the escape trajectory (ET) and the time difference between 340 

the prey and predator Tdiff in different initial orientations β. The time difference of the best ET was regarded as 10 341 

ms, and the relative time differences between 0 and 10 ms are shown by solid lines. Areas without solid lines 342 

indicate that either the time difference is below 0 or the fish cannot reach that ET because of the constraint on the 343 

possible range of turn angles |α|. A drawing of prey and predator’s approach direction (arrow) is shown in the upper 344 

right corner of each graph. (B) Relationship between the initial orientation β and ET. Solid and dotted lines 345 

represent the best-estimated away and toward responses, respectively. Different colors represent the top 10%, 25%, 346 

and 40% quantiles of the time difference between the prey and predator within all possible ETs. (C) Circular 347 

histogram of the theoretical ETs, estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation. The probability of selection of an ET was 348 

determined by the truncated normal distribution of the optimal ranking index (Figure 5—figure supplement 3). This 349 

process was repeated 1000 times to estimate the frequency distribution of the theoretical ETs. Colors in the bars 350 

represent the away (blue) or toward (red) responses. Black lines represent the kernel probability density function. 351 

Concentric circles represent 10 % of the total sample sizes, the bin intervals are 15°, and the bandwidths of the 352 

kernel are 50. Circular histogram of the observed ETs (Figure 3C) is shown in the lower right panel for comparison. 353 

The predator's approach direction is represented by 0°. The dataset and R code are available at Figshare 354 
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(“Dataset1.csv” and “Source code 1.R”) (n=264 from 23 individuals for experimental data, and n=264000 for 355 

Monte Carlo simulation).  356 

Figure supplement 1. Estimates of the model using actual predator speed per trial in the experiment. 357 

Figure supplement 2. Predator Sebastiscus marmoratus attack parameters. 358 

Figure supplement 3. Histogram of the ranking index. 359 

Figure supplement 4. Estimates of the model with Dattack and without T1(|α|).  360 

Figure supplement 5. Estimates of the model with T1(|α|) and without Dattack.  361 

Figure supplement 6. Estimates of the model that includes neither Dattack nor T1(|α|).  362 

 363 

 364 

Figure 5C shows the circular histogram of the overall theoretical ETs estimated by Monte 365 

Carlo simulation. The theoretical ETs show two large peaks at around 110–130° and 170–180°, and 366 

one small peak at around −100° (Figure 5C). This theoretically estimated ET distribution is similar to 367 

the frequency distribution of the observed ETs (Figure 3C); there were no significant differences in 368 

the frequency distribution between theoretical ETs (n=264 per simulation) and observed ETs (n=264) 369 

in 971 of 1000 simulations (Table 3; two-sample Kuiper test, median V=0.11, median P=0.44). 370 

 371 

Table 3. Comparison of the distribution of escape trajectories (ETs) between the model prediction (n=264 per 372 

simulation ×1000 times) and experimental data (n=264) using the two-sample Kuiper test. The dataset and R code 373 

are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” and “Source code 1.R”).  374 

Model Median Kuiper’s V Median P Rate of P > 0.05 

With both Dattack and T1(|α|) 0.11 0.44 0.97 

With Dattack and without T1(|α|) 0.26 < 0.01 0.00 

Without Dattack and with T1(|α|) 0.18 < 0.01 0.12 

Neither Dattack nor T1(|α|) 0.28 < 0.01 0.00 

Dattack, distance between the prey’s initial position and the endpoint of the predator attack; T1(|α|), relationship 375 

between the absolute value of the turn angle and the time required for a 15-mm displacement from the initial 376 

position (i.e., the time required for the prey to turn). 377 

Source data 1. The case where Upred was determined from the dummy predator speed per trial in the experiment. 378 

Source data 2. The case where the distance for the fast-start phase was regarded as either 10 or 20 mm. 379 

 380 

To investigate how the initial orientation of the prey modulates the proportion of using the 381 

theoretically optimal ET (i.e., where Tdiff is the maximum, Tdiff,1) compared to using the suboptimal 382 

ET (i.e., where Tdiff is the second local maximum, Tdiff,2), we calculated the optimal ET advantage 383 

(Tdiff,1−Tdiff,2) (Figure 6A), which represents the difference in the buffer time available for the prey to 384 

escape from the predator, at different initial orientations. The fish chose the optimal and suboptimal 385 

ETs to a similar extent when the optimal ET advantage is negligible (Figure 6C). For example, when 386 
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looking at the optimal ET advantage <2 ms, where the initial orientation is 0‒7° and 106–180° (46% 387 

of all initial orientations), the proportion of the optimal ET used was only 55% (Figure 6B and C). 388 

On the other hand, the proportion of the optimal ET used was 81% when the optimal ET advantage is 389 

higher than 6 ms (i.e., when the initial orientation is 21–75°) (Figure 6B and C). There was a 390 

significant effect of optimal ET advantage on the proportion of the optimal ET used by fish tested in 391 

our experiments (Mixed-effects logistic regression analysis, χ2 =10.72, P<0.01, n=247).  392 

 393 

Figure 6. Analyses of the probability that the prey chooses the optimal vs. suboptimal ETs. (A) The time difference 394 

between the prey and predator Tdiff at the initial orientation β of 75° is shown as an example. We defined the 395 

difference between the maximum of Tdiff (at the optimal ET) and the second local maximum of Tdiff (at the 396 

suboptimal ET) as the optimal ET advantage. (B) Relationship between the initial orientation β and the optimal ET 397 

advantage. Large and small arrows in circles represent the optimal and suboptimal ETs, respectively, for each β 398 

sectors. (C) Relationship between the optimal ET advantage and the proportion of the optimal ET used by the real 399 

prey in 20° initial orientation β bins. The line was estimated by the mixed effects logistic regression analysis. The 400 

dataset and R code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” and “Source code 1.R”) (n=247 from 23 individuals).  401 

  402 
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 To investigate the effects of two factors [i.e., the endpoint of the predator attack Dattack and 403 

the time required for the prey to turn T1(|α|)] on the predictions of ET separately, we constructed 404 

three additional geometric models (Figure 5—figure supplement 4–6): a model that includes only 405 

Dattack, a model that includes only T1(|α|), and a null model that includes neither factors (Figure 2A 406 

and [15]). In all of these models, the theoretical ET distributions estimated through Monte Carlo 407 

simulations were significantly different from the observed ET distributions (Table 3; two-sample 408 

Kuiper test, median P<0.01). Although the model with Dattack and the model with T1(|α|) show 409 

multimodal patterns of ET distribution, the simulation based on these models do not match the 410 

experimental data, likely because of differences in the values and relative heights of the peaks 411 

(Figure 5—figure supplement 4 and 5). The null model shows a unimodal pattern of ET distribution 412 

(Figure 5—figure supplement 6). 413 

 414 

Potential application of the model to other ET patterns. Although many fish species and animals 415 

from other taxa exhibit multiple preferred ETs similar to what we observed here, some animals show 416 

different patterns of ETs: e.g., a single preferred ET either at around 180° [48] or at around 90° [27], 417 

and multiple preferred ETs at small and large angles from the predator's approach direction [49-51] 418 

(Figure 7A–C). To investigate whether our geometric model has the potential to explain these 419 

different ET patterns, we changed the values of model parameters (e.g., Upred, Dattack) within a 420 

realistic range, and explored whether such adjustments can produce the ET patterns observed in the 421 

original work. At small Upred, the model predicts one strong peak at around 180° (Figure 7D), 422 

whereas at large Upred, the model predicts a strong peak at around 90° (Figure 7E). The model where 423 

the predator can adjust the approach path and its attack lasts for a long distance (i.e., large Dattack) 424 

predicts multiple preferred ETs directed at small (at around 30°) and large (at around 170°) angles 425 

from the predator's approach direction (Figure 7F). These results indicate that our model has the 426 

potential to explain various patterns of observed animal escape trajectories. See Figure 7—figure 427 

supplement 1–9 for details of the effect of each parameter on the ET distribution.  428 

 429 

 430 
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 431 

Figure 7. Circular histograms of other typical empirical ET distribution patterns and the potential explanations by 432 

the geometric model. Some previous studies have used the different definition for calculating the angles for escape 433 

trajectories, in which the values range from 0° (directly toward the threat) to 180° (opposite to the threat), thereby 434 

using only one semicircle regardless of their turning direction and magnitude (e.g., both 120° and 240° of ETs are 435 

regarded as 120°). This angle is denoted as ETsemi, and is shown by a semicircular plot. (A) Unimodal ET 436 

distribution pattern at around 180° in two-spotted cricket Gryllus bimaculatus escaping from the air-puff stimulus. 437 

Data were obtained from Figure 4 in Kanou et al. (1999) [48]. (B) Unimodal ETsemi distribution pattern at around 438 

90° in Carolina grasshopper Dissosteira carolina escaping from an approaching human. Data were obtained from 439 

Figure 3 in Cooper (2006) [27]. (C) Bimodal ETsemi distribution pattern directed at small and large angles from the 440 

predator's approach direction in túngara frog Engystomops pustulosus escaping from an approaching dummy bat. 441 

Data were obtained from Figure 5b in Bulbert et al. (2015) [51]. (D) Unimodal ET distribution pattern at around 442 

180°, estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the geometric model. In this case, the predator speed Upred is very 443 

small (i.e., K=Upred/Uprey=0.3), and the other parameter values are the same as the values used to explain the escape 444 

response of Pagrus major. (E) Unimodal ET distribution pattern at around 90°, estimated by a Monte Carlo 445 

simulation of the model. In this case, Upred is very large (i.e., K=Upred/Uprey=7.5), and the other parameter values are 446 

the same as the values used to explain the escape response of P. major. (F) Bimodal ET distribution pattern directed 447 

at small and large angles from the predator's approach direction, estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the 448 
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geometric model where the predator can adjust its approach path. In this case, Dinitial is 130 mm, Dreact is 70 mm, 449 

Rturn is 12 mm, Dattack is 400 mm, SDchoice is 0.23, and the other parameter values are the same as the values used for 450 

explaining the escape response of P. major. Black lines represent the kernel probability density function with a 451 

bandwidth of 50, and concentric circles represent 10 % of the total sample sizes. See Table 1 and the text for details 452 

of the definitions of the variables. The R code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”).  453 

Figure supplement 1. Effect of Upred on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions.  454 

Figure supplement 2. Effect of Dattack on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions.  455 

Figure supplement 3. Effect of Rdevice on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions. 456 

Figure supplement 4. Effect of SDchoice on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions. 457 

Figure supplement 5. Effect of Upred on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions, where the predator can adjust 458 

its approach path.   459 

Figure supplement 6. Effect of Dattack on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions, where the predator can adjust 460 

its approach path. 461 

Figure supplement 7. Effect of Dinitial on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions, where the predator can adjust 462 

its approach path. 463 

Figure supplement 8. Effect of Rturn on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions, where the predator can adjust 464 

its approach path. 465 

Figure supplement 9. Effect of SDchoice on the theoretical ET and ETsemi distributions, where the predator can 466 

adjust its approach path. 467 

 468 

Discussion 469 

Our geometric model, incorporating the endpoint of the predator attack, Dattack, and the time required 470 

for the prey to turn, T1(|α|), to maximize the difference between the prey and the predator in the time 471 

of arrival at the edge of the safety zone, Tdiff, clearly explains the multimodal patterns of ETs in P. 472 

major. Figure 8 shows an example of how multiple ETs result in successful escapes from predators. 473 

Specifically, according to the model, when the prey escapes at 140° or 170°, it will not be captured 474 

by the predator. On the other hand, when the prey escapes along an intermediate trajectory (157°), it 475 

will be captured because it swims toward the corner of the danger zone to exit it, and therefore it 476 

needs to travel a longer distance than when escaping at 140° or 170°. This example illustrates that the 477 

multimodal patterns of ETs are likely to be attributable to the existence of two escape routes: either 478 

moving sideways to depart from the predator’s strike path or moving opposite to the predator’s 479 

direction to outrun it. Interestingly, both components of the predator-prey interaction [i.e., Dattack and 480 

T1(|α|)] added to the previous model [15] are important for accurate predictions of the ET distribution 481 

because when they are considered by the model separately, the predictions do not match the 482 

experimental data (Figure 5—figure supplement 4 and 5; Table 3).  483 
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Figure 8. Schematic drawing showing how multiple escape trajectories (ETs) result in successful escapes from 484 

predators. The area enclosed by dash-dotted lines represents the danger zone the prey needs to exit in order to 485 

escape predation, outside of which is the safety zone. When the prey escapes toward the corner of the danger zone 486 

(ET=157°) to exit it, it needs to travel a relatively long distance and therefore the predator can catch it. On the other 487 

hand, when the prey escapes with an ET at 170° or 140°, it covers a shorter distance and can reach the safety zone 488 

before the predator’s arrival. When the prey escapes with an even smaller ET (90°), it will be captured because the 489 

shorter travel distance for the predator overrides the benefits of the smaller turn and shorter travel distance for the 490 

prey. When the prey escapes with an even larger ET (190°), it will also be captured, because the prey requires a 491 

longer time to turn than if escaping along the 170° ET, whereas the travel distance for both predator and prey is the 492 

same as that for the 170° ET. In this example, the initial orientation, flight initiation distance, and the body length 493 

posterior to the center of mass were set as 110°, 60 mm and 30 mm, respectively.  494 

 495 

Two different escape tactics have been proposed to enhance the success of predator evasion 496 

[16, 17]: the optimal tactic, which maximizes Tdiff (i.e., the distance between the prey and the 497 

predator) [4, 14, 15, 18], and the protean tactic, which maximizes unpredictability to prevent 498 

predators from adjusting their strike trajectories accordingly [19-22]. Our results suggest that the 499 

prey combines these two different tactics by using multiple preferred ETs. Specifically, when the 500 

optimal ET advantage is large (i.e., when the initial orientation is 20–60°), the prey mainly uses the 501 

optimal ET (Figures 3A and 6). However, when the optimal ET advantage over the suboptimal ET is 502 

negligible (i.e., the initial orientation is close to 0° or within the range 110‒180°), the prey uses 503 

optimal and suboptimal ETs to a similar extent (Figures 3A and 6). In such cases, the escape 504 

trajectory of the prey would be highly unpredictable for the predator. The unpredictability at initial 505 

orientations near 0° and 180° is consistent with the study that applied the conventional geometric 506 

model to the larval zebrafish Danio rerio [47], where the optimal and suboptimal ETs are 507 

approximately symmetrical to the axis of the predator attack. This phenomenon can be explained by 508 

the toward-away indecision at orientations nearly perpendicular to the threat [28, 52]. On the other 509 

hand, the unpredictability observed at initial orientations near 110–180° is related to the similarly 510 
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advantageous choice between escaping with an ET at around 140° or 180°. Interestingly, at initial 511 

orientations >120°, our results show that these two ETs are reached by using toward and away 512 

responses, respectively. The overlap between the ETs of toward and away responses in the overall 513 

dataset (Figure 3) suggests that toward responses are not “tactical mistakes” of the prey that turns 514 

toward a threat, but are simply related to reaching an optimal or suboptimal ET. These results suggest 515 

that the prey strategically adjusts the use of optimal and protean tactics based on their initial 516 

orientation. This allows the prey to have unpredictable ETs, thereby preventing predators from 517 

anticipating their escape behavior, while keeping Tdiff large enough to enter the safety zone before the 518 

predator reaches it.  519 

From a behavioral decision-making perspective, our results suggest that the prey follows the 520 

matching law [30-33], where the probability that an optimal or suboptimal ET is chosen is 521 

proportional to its chances of survival (i.e., Tdiff). As the matching law predicts [33], the prey 522 

stochastically draws from a Bernoulli distribution dictated by the optimal ET advantage for the 523 

binary choice between an optimal or suboptimal ET, thereby introducing an element of 524 

unpredictability, which can prevent predators from learning. Because most empirical studies 525 

supporting the matching law use unnatural reinforcement learning paradigms or human behaviors 526 

[30-33], this result suggests that the matching law is also applicable to animal behavior in realistic 527 

contexts. Further research using a real predator and dummy prey (e.g., [53]) controlled to escape 528 

toward an optimal or suboptimal ET with various specific probabilities is required to test whether our 529 

model accurately predicts the best combination of the optimal and suboptimal ETs when accounting 530 

for the predator learning. 531 

A relevant question from a perspective of neurosensory physiology is how the animals are 532 

able to determine their ETs within milliseconds of response time. The initial orientation of the prey 533 

has been incorporated into various neural circuit models [54-57], but these models assume that prey 534 

animals always escape in a 180° direction (i.e., opposite to the stimulus source), irrespective of the 535 

initial orientation. However, the present study shows that animals use suboptimal ETs as well as 536 

optimal ETs, and that these ETs may change in a nonlinear fashion, depending on the initial 537 

orientation. More specifically, the Mauthner cell and other neurons involved may be activated in 538 

accordance with the Bernoulli probabilities dictated by the model, which determine the proportions 539 

of away and toward responses and the magnitude of turn to achieve the multiple preferred ETs. Thus, 540 

we require new neurophysiological models of ETs to understand how neural circuits process the 541 
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sensory cues of a threatening stimulus, resulting in muscle actions that generate multiple preferred 542 

ETs.  543 

Our geometric model assumes that the prey determines the ETs based on a fixed predator 544 

speed. This assumption is supported by the results of our experiments, where the effects of predator 545 

speed on the mean and variability of ETs are not significant. Although we did not find any effect of 546 

predator speed, it is possible that a speed outside the range we used may affect ETs. Recent studies 547 

show that larval zebrafish exhibit less variable ETs under faster threats than they do under slower 548 

threats [58, 59], and the difference in ET variability between fast and slow threats is dependent on 549 

whether the Mauthner cell is active or not [59]. Therefore, any differences in the ET variability of the 550 

present study compared to previous studies could be related to the different involvement of the 551 

Mauthner-cells. Using the conventional geometric model, Soto et al. [14] showed that the choice of 552 

ET only matters to a prey when the predator speed is intermediate, because a prey that is much faster 553 

than its predator can escape by a broad range of ETs, whereas a prey that is much slower than its 554 

predator cannot escape by any ETs [18]. The predator speed used in this study is in the range of the 555 

real predator speed in the previous study using the same species of both predator and prey [12]. Thus, 556 

our results are ecologically relevant, and the prey is likely to have optimized their ETs based on a 557 

fixed predator speed, where the choice of ET strongly affects their survival.  558 

The relationship between |α| and the time required for a 15-mm displacement, T1(|α|), 559 

(Figure 4A) indicates that the time required for a 15-mm displacement is relatively constant up to an 560 

|α| of about 45°, while a further change in |α| requires additional time. This relationship is likely to be 561 

attributable to the kinematics and hydrodynamics of the C-start escape response, because the initial 562 

velocity after the stage 1 turn increases linearly up to about 45°, beyond which it plateaus (Figure 563 

4B). Interestingly, a recent study on swimming efficiency during acceleration found that efficiency 564 

increases linearly with yaw amplitudes up to a certain value, beyond which efficiency plateaus [60].  565 

 Based on the STRANGE framework for animal behavior research [61], we identified 566 

potential biases that may limit the generalizability of our findings. Our empirical data are obtained 567 

from one species of hatchery-reared fish with a specific life stage, which has never experienced 568 

predators. Therefore, this study alone cannot exclude the possibility that fish of different species, 569 

origins, life stages, and rearing histories have different rules for ETs, which our model cannot explain. 570 

However, similar multiple preferred ETs have been observed in many fish species and other animal 571 

taxa, including hatcheries/wild origins and different life stages [26]. Therefore, we believe that our 572 
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model is not specific to our experiment but is applicable to other cases showing multiple preferred 573 

ETs.  574 

 We show that our model has the potential to explain other empirically observed ET patterns 575 

(Figure 7). Based on the model assuming that the predator makes an in-line attack toward the prey, 576 

which is realistic for ambush and stalk-and-attack predators [62] (e.g., frogs [11], spiders [13], and 577 

fish [12, 35, 36, 63]), either single or multiple ETs at around 90–150° and around 180° are predicted, 578 

as have been observed in many empirical studies of animals escaping from ambush predators and 579 

artificial stimuli [26]. Based on the model assuming that the predator can adjust its approach path, 580 

which is realistic for pursuit predators, multiple ETs directed at small and large angles from the 581 

predator's approach direction can be predicted, as observed in the empirical studies of prey escaping 582 

from pursuit predators [24, 51]. Further research measuring the escape response in various species 583 

and applying the data to our geometric model is required to verify the applicability of our geometric 584 

model to various predator-prey systems.  585 

 Our work represents a major advancement in understanding the basis of the variability in 586 

ETs observed in previous works (reviewed in [26]). Our results suggest that prey use multiple 587 

preferred ETs to maximize the time difference between themselves and the attacking predator, while 588 

keeping a high level of unpredictability. The results also suggest that prey strategically adjust the use 589 

of protean and optimal tactics with respect to the advantage of the optimal ET over the suboptimal 590 

ET. Because multimodal ETs similar to what we observed here have been found in many fish species 591 

and other animal taxa [26], this behavioral phenotype may result from convergent evolution in 592 

phylogenetically distant animals. From a neurosensory perspective, our findings open new avenues 593 

to investigate how the animals determine their ETs from multiple options with specific probabilities, 594 

which are modulated by the initial orientation with respect to the threat. 595 

 596 

Materials and Methods 597 

Definition of the Angles. The C-start escape response consists of an initial bend (stage 1), followed 598 

by a return tail flip (stage 2), and continuous swimming or coasting (stage 3) [44, 45]. In line with 599 

previous studies [26, 47, 64], we defined initial orientation β, directionality (away or toward 600 

responses), turn angle α, and ET α+β as follows (Figure 2—figure supplement 1). Initial orientation 601 

(β): the angle between the line passing through the prey’s center of mass (CoM; located at 34% of the 602 

total length from the tip of the snout [12]) and the tip of the snout at the onset of stage 1, and the 603 
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midline of the predator model attacking in a straight line. Initial orientation ranges from 0° (i.e., 604 

when the prey is attacked from front) to 180° (i.e., when the prey is attacked from behind). 605 

Directionality: the away and toward responses were defined by the first detectable movement of the 606 

fish in a direction either away from or toward the predator, respectively [26]. In rare cases (n=3; 607 

1.1% of the total observations) where the initial orientation is exactly 0° (n=1) or 180° (n=2), the 608 

counterclockwise and clockwise turns were regarded as away and toward responses, respectively. 609 

Turn angle (α): the angle between the line passing through the CoM and the tip of the snout at the 610 

onset of stage 1, and the line passing through the CoM at the onset of stage 1 and the CoM at the end 611 

of stage 2. The angles of the away and toward responses are assigned positive and negative values, 612 

respectively. ET (α+β): the angular sum of the initial orientation (β) and the turn angle (α). Because 613 

the experimental data exhibited no asymmetry in directionality (Fisher’s exact test, P=1.00, n=264) 614 

and ET distribution (two-sample Kuiper test, V=0.14, P=0.61, n=264), we pooled the ETs from the 615 

left and right sides, treating all fish as though they were attacked from the right side [26]. ET is a 616 

circular variable with a cycle of 360°. As the range of |β| is 0~180° and the range of |α| was 9~147° in 617 

the experiment, the ET value can potentially range from −147° to 327°. Circular graphs are shown 618 

with angles from 0 to 360° [65], where negative values such as −90° correspond to positive values 619 

shifted by one cycle (in this case, −90°+360°=270°).  620 

 621 

Experiment.  622 

Following the STRANGE framework for animal behavior research [61], we provide details of the 623 

test samples and experimental procedure in the following two subsections.  624 

 625 

Sample Fish: We used young-of-year juvenile hatchery-reared red sea bream P. major for the 626 

experiment. Sixty-five individuals were purchased from commercial hatcheries (Marua Suisan Co., 627 

Ltd., Ehime, Japan), where they were reared communally in artificial tanks. After arriving at the 628 

laboratory at Nagasaki University, they were kept in a 200 l polycarbonate tank and were fed with 629 

commercial pellets (Otohime C2; Marubeni Nisshin Feed Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) twice a day. The 630 

sex of the fish was not determined because the species of this size is in a bisexual juvenile stage [66]. 631 

Water temperature was maintained at 23.8 to 24.9℃.  632 

 633 

Experimental Procedure: We have elicited the escape response of P. major [45.3±3.5 (39.4–51.5) 634 
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mm total length, 37.2±2.9 (32.3–42.2) mm standard length, 1.6±0.4 (0.9–2.3) g body weight, 635 

mean±s.d. (range), n=23] using a dummy predator. The value of Fulton’s condition factor 636 

[30.64±2.43 (26.10–35.56), mean±s.d. (range)], calculated by the body weight of the fish divided by 637 

the standard length cubed, suggests that all fish were in a good nutritious condition [67, 68]. The 638 

experiment was conducted in a plastic tank (540×890×200 mm) filled with seawater to a depth of 80 639 

mm. The water temperature was maintained at 23.8 to 24.7℃. An individual P. major was randomly 640 

captured by a hand net from the holding tank, introduced into a PVC pipe (60 mm diameter) set in 641 

the center of the experimental tank, and acclimated for 15 min. Because it was not difficult to capture 642 

any individual by a hand net, there should be no bias in selecting individuals with specific behavioral 643 

types. After the acclimation period, the PVC pipe was slowly removed, and the dummy predator, a 644 

cast of Sebastiscus marmoratus (164 mm in total length and 36 mm in mouth width), was moved 645 

toward the P. major for a distance of 200 mm (Figure 3—figure supplement 3A). The dummy 646 

predator was held in place by a metal pipe anchored to a four-wheel dolly, which is connected to a 647 

fixed metal frame via two plastic rubber bands (Figure 3—figure supplement 3B). The wheel dolly 648 

was drawn back to provide power for the dummy predator to strike toward the prey. Because the 649 

previous work shows that S. marmoratus attacks P. major using a variable speed [1.10±0.65 (0.09–650 

2.31) m s−1, mean±s.d. (range)] [12], we used various strengths of plastic rubber bands to investigate 651 

the effect of predator speed on ET. The fish movements were recorded from above, using a 652 

high-speed video camera (HAS-L1; Ditect Co., Tokyo, Japan) at 500 frames s−1. Each individual P. 653 

major was stimulated from 5 to 23 times with a time interval of at least 15 min, and, in total, 297 654 

trials were conducted. We eliminated 33 trials from the analysis because P. major moved away from 655 

the striking course of the dummy predator before the stimulation (in 14 trials) and because bubbles 656 

obscured the P. major image (in 19 trials). The final data analyzed are 5–20 escape responses per 657 

individual and, in total, 264 escape responses. The experiments for each P. major were accomplished 658 

within one day to eliminate possible effects of tank transfer, handling, and change of rearing 659 

conditions. The number of recordings of an individual P. major was different because we could not 660 

allocate the same amount of time to the experiment per day due to the experimental schedule and 661 

because the numbers of eliminated data are different among individuals. The recorded videos were 662 

analyzed frame by frame using Dipp-Motion Pro 2D (Ditect Co.). The CoM and the tip of the mouth 663 

of P. major and the tip of the predator’s mouth were digitized in each frame to calculate all the 664 

kinematic variables. The animal care and experimental procedures were approved by the Animal 665 
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Care and Use Committee of the Faculty of Fisheries (Permit No. NF-0002), Nagasaki University in 666 

accordance with the Guidelines for Animal Experimentation of the Faculty of Fisheries and the 667 

Regulations of the Animal Care and Use Committee, Nagasaki University.  668 

 669 

Statistical Analysis: Because our geometric model predicts that the initial orientation β and the 670 

predator speed Upred affect the ET and turn angle α, we examined these effects by the experimental 671 

data using a GAMM with a normal distribution and identity link function [69]. ET and α were 672 

regarded as objective variables, while predator speed and initial orientation were regarded as 673 

explanatory variables and were modeled with a B-spline smoother. Fish ID was regarded as a random 674 

factor. Smoothed terms were fitted using penalized regression splines, and the amount of smoothing 675 

was determined using the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method. As was done in previous 676 

studies [26, 46, 47], the away and toward responses were analyzed separately. The significance of the 677 

initial orientation and predator speed was assessed by the F-test. The analysis was conducted using R 678 

3.5.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) with the R package gamm4. 679 

 680 

Determination of Parameter Values.  681 

Determination of the Prey’s Kinematic Parameters: The relationship between |α| and the time 682 

required for a displacement of 15 mm, T1(|α|), was estimated by piecewise linear regression [70]. We 683 

used piecewise linear regression rather than a commonly used smoothing method such as GAMM, 684 

because the smoothing method does not output the timing of the regression change and thus the 685 

biological interpretation of the regression curve is problematic [70]. The time required for a 686 

displacement of 15 mm was regarded as an objective variable, whereas |α| was regarded as an 687 

explanatory variable. Fish ID was included as a covariate in order to take into account potential 688 

individual differences in the relationship, T1(|α|). To detect the possible kinematic mechanism of the 689 

relationship T1(|α|), we also examined the relationship between |α| and initial velocity after the stage 690 

1 turn, using piecewise linear regression. Initial velocity after the stage 1 turn was regarded as an 691 

objective variable, |α| was regarded as an explanatory variable, and fish ID was included as a 692 

covariate. A hierarchical Bayesian model with a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method was 693 

used to estimate these relationships [70, 71]. The number of draws per chain, thinning rate, burn-in 694 

length, and number of chains were set as 200000, 1, 100000, and 5, respectively. To test the overall 695 

fit of the model, the WAIC of the model was compared with those of the null model (constant) and a 696 
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simple linear regression model. MCMC was conducted using RStan 2.18.2 (Stan Development Team 697 

2019). 698 

 699 

Determination of Predator Speed and Endpoint of the Predator Attack: Because we had no previous 700 

knowledge about the values of Upred and Dattack that the prey regards as dangerous (i.e., the values of 701 

Upred and Dattack that trigger a response in the prey), we optimized the values using the experimental 702 

data in this study. We have input the obtained values of Dwidth, Rdevice, D1, Uprey, and T1(|α|) into the 703 

theoretical model. The optimal values of Upred and Dattack were obtained using the ranking index. The 704 

ranks of the observed ETs among the theoretical ET choices of 1° increment were standardized as the 705 

ranking index, where 0 means that the real fish chose the theoretically optimal ET where Tdiff is the 706 

maximum, and 1 means that the real fish chose the theoretically worst ET where Tdiff is the minimum. 707 

The optimal set of Dattack and Upred values was determined by minimizing the mean ranking index of 708 

the observed ETs. The distribution of the optimal ranking index was then fitted to the truncated 709 

normal distribution and was used to predict how the fish chose the ETs from the continuum of the 710 

theoretically optimal and worst ETs.  711 

 712 

Model Predictions. We input the above parameters [Dwidth, Rdevice, D1, Uprey, T1(|α|), Dattack, and Upred] 713 

into the model and calculated how the choice of different ETs affects Tdiff for each initial orientation 714 

β. Because there was a constraint on the possible range of |α| (i.e., fish escaping by C-start have a 715 

minimum and maximum |α| [40]), the range of |α| was determined based on its minimum and 716 

maximum values observed in our experiment, which were 9~147°.  717 

To estimate the overall frequency distribution of ETs that include the data on observed 718 

initial orientations, we conducted Monte Carlo simulations. In each observed initial orientation, the 719 

ET was chosen from the continuum of the theoretically optimal and worst ETs. The probability of the 720 

ET selection was determined by the truncated normal distribution of the optimal ranking index (e.g., 721 

the fish could choose theoretically good ETs with higher probability than theoretically bad ETs, but 722 

the choice is a continuum based on the truncated normal distribution). This process was repeated 723 

1000 times to robustly estimate the frequency distribution of the theoretical ETs. In each simulation 724 

run, the frequency distribution of the theoretical ETs was compared with that of the observed ETs 725 

using the two-sample Kuiper test [72].  726 

To investigate how the real prey changes the probability that it uses the theoretically optimal 727 
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ET or suboptimal ET, we regarded the difference between the maximum of Tdiff (at the optimal ET) 728 

and the second local maximum of Tdiff (at the suboptimal ET) as the optimal ET advantage, and 729 

theoretically estimated the values for all initial orientations. We then examined the relationship 730 

between the optimal ET advantage and the proportion of the optimal ET the prey actually chose 731 

using a mixed-effects logistic regression analysis [69]. Each observed ET was designated as the 732 

optimal (1) or the suboptimal (0) based on whether the observed ET was closer to the optimal ET or 733 

suboptimal ET. When the prey chose the ET that was more than 35° different from both the optimal 734 

and suboptimal ETs, the ET data point was removed from the analysis (these cases were rare: 7%). 735 

The choice of ET [optimal (1) or suboptimal (0)] was regarded as an objective variable, while the 736 

optimal ET advantage was regarded as an explanatory variable. Fish ID was regarded as a random 737 

factor. The significance of the optimal ET advantage was assessed by the likelihood ratio test with χ2 738 

distribution. The analysis was conducted using R 3.5.3 with the R package lme4. 739 

To investigate the effects of two factors [i.e., the endpoint of the predator attack Dattack and 740 

the time required for the prey to turn T1(|α|)] on predictions of ET separately, we compared four 741 

geometric models: the model that includes both Dattack and T1(|α|), the model that includes only Dattack, 742 

the model that includes only T1(|α|), and the null model. Note that the null model is equivalent to the 743 

previous Domenici’s model [15]. In all models, the values of Upred and Dattack were optimized using 744 

the ranking index. The overall frequency distributions of ETs were estimated through Monte Carlo 745 

simulations, and in each simulation run, the theoretical ET distribution was compared with the 746 

observed ET distribution using the two-sample Kuiper test. 747 

 To investigate whether our model has the potential to explain other empirical ET patterns, 748 

we changed the values of model parameters (e.g., Upred, Dattack) within a realistic range, and 749 

conducted Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the frequency distribution of the theoretical ETs. For 750 

each initial orientation, ranging from 0° to 180° with an increment of 1°, the ET was chosen based on 751 

the probability of the truncated normal distribution (i.e., the continuum of the theoretically optimal 752 

and worst ETs), and this process was repeated 100 times. In the model where the predator cannot 753 

adjust the strike path (Figure 2B), we fixed three parameters and varied the fourth parameter (Upred, 754 

Dattack, Rdevice, and s.d. of the truncated normal distribution for ET choice, SDchoice) from the model 755 

produced for the escape response of P. major (i.e., Dattack=34.73 mm, Upred=1.54 m s-1, Rdevice=199 756 

mm, SDchoice=0.33). Using the model where the predator can adjust the strike path (Appendix 757 

1—figure 1B), we simulate the situation in which the safety zone shape inside the predator’s turning 758 
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radius is similar to the Corcoran’s model (Appendix 1—figure 1A) but we included a safety zone 759 

opposite to the incoming direction of the predator. We considered Dattack as 400 mm, Dinitial as 130 760 

mm, the minimum turning radius of the predator Rturn as 12 mm, and the reaction distance of the 761 

predator Dreact as 70 mm. We used the same values of the P. major model for Rdevice and the other 762 

parameters. We then fixed four parameters and varied the fifth parameter (Upred, Dattack, Dinitial, Rturn, 763 

SDchoice) to examine the effect of each parameter on the ET distribution. 764 

 765 

Data availability 766 
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and the R code (Source code 1–3) for the mathematical model, statistical analysis, and figures are 768 
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Figure supplements 951 

 952 

Figure 2—figure supplement 1. Schematic drawing of how the adjusted angle of the predator (θ) was 953 

measured. The intersection point is the crossing point between the trajectory of the prey’s center of mass 954 

(CoM) and the trajectory of the predator’s tip of the mouth. The adjusted angle is defined as the angle 955 

between the line passing through the predator’s tip of the mouth and the prey’s CoM at the onset of the 956 

prey’s escape response, and the line passing through the predator’s tip of the mouth at the onset of the escape 957 

response and the intersection point. 958 

 959 

Figure 2—figure supplement 2. Schematic drawing of angular variables. Filled circle position of the center 960 

of mass; Dotted arrow approach direction of the dummy predator; S0 position of the fish at the onset of 961 

stage 1, S1 position at the end of stage 1, S2 position at the end of stage 2, α turn angle, β initial orientation, 962 

α+β escape trajectory (ET). 963 

964 
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 965 

Figure 3—figure supplement 1. Representatives of kinematic variables of the prey Pagrus major and the 966 

predator over time. (A) Prey speed after the onset of escape response. (B) Prey’s body orientation relative to 967 

the predator’s approach path after the onset of escape response. (C) Speed of the approaching dummy 968 

predator. The speeds of the prey and the predator were calculated by first-order differentiation of the 969 

cumulative distance for the time series using a Lanczos five-point quadratic moving regression method. 970 
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 971 

 972 

Figure 3—figure supplement 2. Relationship between initial orientation β and turn angle α in the 973 

experiment. Different colors represent the away (blue) and toward (red) responses. Solid and dotted lines are 974 

estimated by the generalized additive mixed model (GAMM). The dataset and R code are available at 975 

Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” and “Source code 1.R”) [n=264 (208 away and 56 toward responses) from 23 976 

individuals]. 977 

 978 
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 979 

Figure 3—figure supplement 3. Experimental apparatus. (A) Sketch of the experimental tank for 980 

measuring the escape response of prey fish Pagrus major. (B) Sketch (3D model) of the actuation system of 981 

the dummy predator.  982 

  983 
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 984 
Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Relationship between displacement from the initial position (3-mm 985 

intervals: 0–3, 3–6, ..., and 27–30 mm) and mean velocity during the displacement for each turn angle (|α|) 986 

bin. Unfilled circles denote the mean value for each individual. Different lowercase letters represent 987 

significant differences according to the paired t-test with Bonferroni’s correction (P<0.05). (A) |α|<30°. (B) 988 

30°≤|α|<60°. (C) 60°≤|α|<90°. (D) |α|≥90°. (E) Mean of the individual mean value for each |α| bin. Vertical 989 

dashed line represents the cut-off distance of 15 mm used in this study, and vertical dotted lines represent 990 

the other cut-off distances tested in this study (Table 2—source data 1 and Table 3—source data 2). The 991 

datasets and R code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv”, “Dataset2.csv”, “Dataset3.csv”, and “Source 992 

code 1.R”) (n=23 individuals). 993 

  994 
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Figure 5—figure supplement 1. Circular histogram of the theoretical escape trajectories (ETs), estimated 995 

by a Monte Carlo simulation of the model that uses the dummy predator speed per trial [(A) the predator 996 

speed at the onset of escape response of prey; (B) the mean predator speed to cover 75% of the flight 997 

initiation distance of prey]. The probability of selection of an ET was determined by the truncated normal 998 

distribution of the optimal ranking index. This process was repeated 1000 times to estimate the frequency 999 

distribution of the theoretical ETs. Colors in the bars represent the away (blue) or toward (red) responses. 000 

Black lines represent the kernel probability density function. Concentric circles represent 10 % of the total 001 

sample sizes, the bin intervals are 15°, and the bandwidths of the kernel are 50. The predator's approach 002 

direction is represented by 0°. The resulting ETs (A and B) are statistically different from the observed ETs 003 

(lower right panel of each figure), which show clear multiple peaks. This demonstrates that the prey fish do 004 

not choose ETs based on the predator speed. The dataset and R code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” 005 

and “Source code 1.R”) [(A) n=264 per simulation ×1000 times; (B) n=257 per simulation ×1000 times; 006 

note that the sample size is smaller than the total number of observations, 264, because the dummy predator 007 

did not move over 75 % of the flight initiation distance of prey in seven cases).   008 
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  009 
Figure 5—figure supplement 2. Predator Sebastiscus marmoratus attack parameters. (A) Histogram of the 010 

distance between the prey’s initial position and the predator’s mouth position at the onset of the mouth 011 

closing (Dattack) (n=30 from 7 individuals). (B) Histogram of the speed of the real predator (n=47 from 7 012 

individuals). (C) Histogram of the dummy predator speed at the onset of escape response of prey (n=264 013 

from 23 individuals). (D) Histogram of the dummy predator speed to cover 75 % of the prey’s flight 014 

initiation distance (n=257 from 23 individuals; Note that the sample size is smaller than the total number of 015 

observations, 264, because the dummy predator did not move over 75 % of the prey’s flight initiation 016 

distance in seven cases). Figures A and B are based on reanalysis of data from Kimura and Kawabata [12]. 017 

Figures C and D are based on the experiment in this study. Vertical dashed blue lines represent the optimal 018 

values independently estimated in this study, and vertical dotted red lines represent the mean values of the 019 

real or dummy predator. The datasets and R code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv”, “Dataset4.csv”, 020 

“Dataset5.csv”, and “Source code 1.R”). 021 

 022 
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 023 

Figure 5—figure supplement 3. Histogram of the ranking index, where 0 indicates that the real fish chose 024 

the theoretically optimal escape trajectory (ET) and 1 indicates that the real fish chose the theoretically worst 025 

ET. The solid line is the density probability function of the truncated normal distribution. The dataset and R 026 

code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” and “Source code 1.R”) (n=264 from 23 individuals). 027 

  028 
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  029 
Figure 5—figure supplement 4. Estimates of the model with Dattack (the distance between the prey’s initial 030 

position and the endpoint of the predator attack) and without T1(|α|) (the relationship between the absolute 031 

value of the turn angle |α| and the time required for a 15-mm displacement from the initial position, or the 032 

time required for prey to turn). (A) Circular plots of the time difference between the prey and predator Tdiff 033 

in different initial orientations β. The time difference of the best escape trajectory (ET) was regarded as 10 034 

ms, and the relative time differences between 0 and 10 ms are shown by solid lines. Areas without solid 035 

lines indicate that either the time difference is below 0 or the fish cannot go to that ET because of the 036 

constraint on the possible range of |α|. Concentric circles represent 3 ms. (B) Relationship between the initial 037 

orientation β and ET. Solid and dotted lines represent the best-estimated away and toward responses, 038 

respectively. Different colors represent the top 10%, 25%, and 40% quantiles of the time difference between 039 

the prey and predator within all possible ETs. (C) Circular histogram of the theoretical ETs, estimated by a 040 

Monte Carlo simulation. The probability of selection of an ET was determined by the truncated normal 041 

distribution of the optimal ranking index. This process was repeated 1000 times to estimate the frequency 042 

distribution of the theoretical ETs. Colors in the bars represent the away (blue) or toward (red) responses. 043 

Black lines represent the kernel probability density function. Concentric circles represent 10 % of the total 044 

sample sizes, the bin intervals are 15°, and the bandwidths of the kernel are 50. The predator's approach 045 

direction is represented by 0°. The dataset and R code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” and “Source 046 

code 1.R”) (n=264 from 23 individuals for experimental data, and n=264000 for Monte Carlo simulation). 047 

 048 
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Figure 5—figure supplement 5. Estimates of the model with T1(|α|) (the relationship between the absolute 049 

value of the turn angle |α| and the time required for a 15-mm displacement from the initial position, or the 050 

time required for the prey to turn) and without Dattack (the distance between the prey’s initial position and the 051 

endpoint of the predator attack). (A) Circular plots of the time difference between the prey and predator Tdiff 052 

in different initial orientations β. The time difference of the best escape trajectory (ET) was regarded as 10 053 

ms, and the relative time differences between 0 and 10 ms are shown by solid lines. Areas without solid 054 

lines indicate that either the time difference is below 0 or the fish cannot go to that ET because of the 055 

constraint on the possible range of |α|. Concentric circles represent 3 ms. (B) Relationship between the initial 056 

orientation β and ET. Solid and dotted lines represent the best-estimated away and toward responses, 057 

respectively. Different colors represent the top 10%, 25%, and 40% quantiles of the time difference between 058 

the prey and predator within all possible ETs. (C) Circular histogram of the theoretical ETs, estimated by a 059 

Monte Carlo simulation. The probability of selection of an ET was determined by the truncated normal 060 

distribution of the optimal ranking index. This process was repeated 1000 times to estimate the frequency 061 

distribution of the theoretical ETs. Colors in the bars represent the away (blue) or toward (red) responses. 062 

Black lines represent the kernel probability density function. Concentric circles represent 10 % of the total 063 

sample sizes, the bin intervals are 15°, and the bandwidths of the kernel are 50. The predator's approach 064 

direction is represented by 0°. The dataset and R code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” and “Source 065 

code 1.R”) (n=264 from 23 individuals for experimental data, and n=264000 for Monte Carlo simulation). 066 

 067 
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Figure 5—figure supplement 6. Estimates of the model that includes neither Dattack (the distance between 068 

the prey’s initial position and the endpoint of the predator attack) nor T1(|α|) (the relationship between the 069 

absolute value of the turn angle |α| and the time required for a 15-mm displacement from the initial position, 070 

or the time required for the prey to turn). (A) Circular plots of the time difference between the prey and 071 

predator Tdiff in different initial orientations β. The time difference of the best escape trajectory (ET) was 072 

regarded as 10 ms, and the relative time differences between 0 and 10 ms are shown by solid lines. Areas 073 

without solid lines indicate that either the time difference is below 0 or the fish cannot go to that ET because 074 

of the constraint on the possible range of |α|. Concentric circles represent 3 ms. (B) Relationship between the 075 

initial orientation β and ET. Solid and dotted lines represent the best-estimated away and toward responses, 076 

respectively. Different colors represent the top 10%, 25%, and 40% quantiles of the time difference between 077 

the prey and predator within all possible ETs. (C) Circular histogram of the theoretical ETs, estimated by a 078 

Monte Carlo simulation. The probability of selection of an ET was determined by the truncated normal 079 

distribution of the optimal ranking index. This process was repeated 1000 times to estimate the frequency 080 

distribution of the theoretical ETs. Colors in the bars represent the away (blue) or toward (red) responses. 081 

Black lines represent the kernel probability density function. Concentric circles represent 10 % of the total 082 

sample sizes, the bin intervals are 15°, and the bandwidths of the kernel are 50. The predator's approach 083 

direction is represented by 0°. The dataset and R code are available at Figshare (“Dataset1.csv” and “Source 084 

code 1.R”) (n=264 from 23 individuals for experimental data, and n=264000 for Monte Carlo simulation). 085 

 086 
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Figure 7—figure supplement 1. Effect of predator speed Upred (K=Upred/Uprey) on the theoretical 087 

distribution of escape trajectories (ET, left panel; ETsemi, right panel). Circular histograms of the theoretical 088 

escape trajectories were estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the geometric model. ETsemi denotes the 089 

angle for escape trajectory ranging from 0° (directly toward the threat) to 180° (opposite to the threat), 090 

thereby using only one semicircle. The other parameter values are the same as the values used for explaining 091 

the escape response of Pagrus major. The R code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”). 092 

 093 

 094 
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Figure 7—figure supplement 2. Effect of Dattack (the distance between the prey’s initial position and the 095 

endpoint of the predator attack) on the theoretical distribution of escape trajectories (ET, left panel; ETsemi, 096 

right panel). Circular histograms of the theoretical escape trajectories were estimated by a Monte Carlo 097 

simulation of the geometric model. The other parameter values are the same as the values used for 098 

explaining the escape response of Pagrus major. The R code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”). 099 
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  100 
Figure 7—figure supplement 3. Effect of Rdevice (the radius for the shape of the predator’s capture device at 101 

the moment of attack, which is approximated as an arc) on the theoretical distribution of escape trajectories 102 

(ET, left panel; ETsemi, right panel). Circular histograms of the theoretical escape trajectories were estimated 103 

by a Monte Carlo simulation of the geometric model. The other parameter values are the same as the values 104 

used for explaining the escape response of Pagrus major. The R code is available at Figshare (“Source code 105 

1.R”). 106 

 107 
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  108 
Figure 7—figure supplement 4. Effect of SDchoice [s.d. of the truncated normal distribution for ET choice 109 

from the continuum of the optimal ET (ranking index=0) and worst ET (ranking index=1)] on the theoretical 110 

distribution of escape trajectories (ET, left panel; ETsemi, middle panel). Circular histograms of the 111 

theoretical escape trajectories were estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the geometric model. The 112 

other parameter values are the same as the values used for explaining the escape response of Pagrus major. 113 

The R code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”). 114 

 115 
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  116 
Figure 7—figure supplement 5. Effect of predator speed Upred (K=Upred/Uprey) on the theoretical 117 

distribution of escape trajectories (ET, left panel; ETsemi, right panel). Circular histograms of the theoretical 118 

escape trajectories were estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the geometric model where the predator 119 

can adjust its approach path. Dinitial is 130 mm, Dreact is 70 mm, Rturn is 12 mm, Dattack is 400 mm, and the 120 

other parameter values are the same as the values used for explaining the escape response of Pagrus major. 121 

The R code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”). 122 

 123 
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  124 
Figure 7—figure supplement 6. Effect of Dattack (the distance between the prey’s initial position and the 125 

endpoint of the predator attack) on the theoretical distribution of escape trajectories (ET, left panel; ETsemi, 126 

right panel). Circular histograms of the theoretical escape trajectories were estimated by a Monte Carlo 127 

simulation of the geometric model where the predator can adjust its approach path. Dinitial is 130 mm, Dreact is 128 

70 mm, Rturn is 12 mm, and the other parameter values are the same as the values used for explaining the 129 

escape response of Pagrus major. The R code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”). 130 
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  131 
Figure 7—figure supplement 7. Effect of Dinitial (the distance between the prey and the predator at the onset 132 

of the prey’s escape response) on the theoretical distribution of escape trajectories (ET, left panel; ETsemi, 133 

right panel). Circular histograms of the theoretical escape trajectories were estimated by a Monte Carlo 134 

simulation of the geometric model where the predator can adjust its approach path. Dreact is 70 mm, Rturn is 135 

12 mm, Dattack is 400 mm, and the other parameter values are the same as the values used for explaining the 136 

escape response of Pagrus major. The R code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”). 137 
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  138 
Figure 7—figure supplement 8. Effect of the minimum turning radius of the predator Rturn on the 139 

theoretical distribution of escape trajectories (ET, left panel; ETsemi, right panel). Circular histograms of the 140 

theoretical escape trajectories were estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the geometric model where the 141 

predator can adjust its approach path. Dinitial is 130 mm, Dreact is 70 mm, Dattack is 400 mm, and the other 142 

parameter values are the same as the values used for explaining the escape response of Pagrus major. The R 143 

code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”). 144 

 145 
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  146 
Figure 7—figure supplement 9. Effect of SDchoice [s.d. of the truncated normal distribution for ET choice 147 

from the continuum of the optimal ET (ranking index=0) and worst ET (ranking index=1)] on the theoretical 148 

distribution of escape trajectories (ET, left panel; ETsemi, middle panel). Circular histograms of the 149 

theoretical escape trajectories were estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the geometric model where the 150 

predator can adjust its approach path. Dinitial is 130 mm, Dreact is 70 mm, Dattack is 400 mm, and the other 151 

parameter values are the same as the values used for explaining the escape response of Pagrus major. The R 152 

code is available at Figshare (“Source code 1.R”).153 
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Appendix 1 1 

Mathematical formula for the geometric model modified from Corcoran & Conner (2016) [24]. 2 

When the prey’s center of mass (CoM) at the onset of its escape is located at point (0, 0), the 3 

trajectory of the CoM (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) is given by: 4 

 𝒀𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲 = 𝑿𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲 𝐭𝐚𝐧(𝜶 + 𝜷) [1] 

The edge of the safety zone is determined by the half-width of the predator capture device Dwidth, the 5 

distance between the prey and the predator at the onset of the prey’s escape response Dinitial, the 6 

distance required for the predator to react the prey’s escape response to initiate its turn Dreact, the 7 

distance between the prey’s initial position and the tip of the predator capture device at the end of the 8 

predator attack Dattack, the minimum turning radius of the predator Rturn, and the shape of the 9 

predator’s capture device at the moment of attack, which is approximated as an arc with a certain 10 

radius Rdevice (Appendix 1—figure 1B). The edge of the safety zone can be divided into four parts: 1) 11 

the straight line before the onset of the predator’s turn, 2) the arc of the minimum inner turning 12 

radius, 3) the capture device shape at the end of the predator attack when it attacks with the 13 

minimum turning radius, 4) the involute curve where the tip of the predator capture device traverses 14 

a specific distance from the initial position, which can be described by the trace of unwrapping a taut 15 

string from the minimum turning circle (Appendix 1—figure 1B). Note that the model may lack 16 

some parts, depending on the values of parameters.  17 
 18 

Appendix 1—figure 1. Proposed geometric models for animal escape trajectories. (A) A previous geometric model 19 
proposed by Corcoran & Conner (2016) [24]. (B) The geometric model modified from Corcoran & Conner (2016) 20 
[24]. Two factors are added to Corcoran’s model: the endpoint of the predator attack, and the time required for the 21 
prey to turn. See Appendix 1 for details of the definitions of the variables and mathematical formulas. 22 
  23 
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The projection of the predator’s capture device edge along the X-axis 𝐷  can be expressed as: 24 

 𝑫𝟐 = 𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞{𝟏 − 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝟏 𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞)}  [2] 

The angle for the predator to traverse with the minimum turning radius γ can be expresses as: 25 

  𝜸 = 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 − 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭 + 𝑫𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐜𝐤𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧  [3] 

The x and y coordinates of the change point between the 1st and 2nd parts of the safety zone edge 26 

(𝑋 , 𝑌 ) can be expressed as:  27 

  𝑿𝐜𝐩𝟏 = 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 − 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭 + 𝑫𝟐𝒀𝐜𝐩𝟏 = 𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡  [4] 

The x and y coordinates of the change point between the 2nd and 3rd parts of the safety zone edge 28 

(𝑋 , 𝑌 ) can be expressed as: 29 

  𝑿𝐜𝐩𝟐 = 𝑫𝟐𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜸 + (𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡 − 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧) 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜸 + 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 − 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭𝒀𝐜𝐩𝟐 = −𝑫𝟐 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜸 + (𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡 − 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧) 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜸 + 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧  [5] 

The x and y coordinates of the change point between the 3rd and 4th parts of the safety zone edge 30 

(𝑋 , 𝑌 ) can be expressed as: 31 

  𝑿𝐜𝐩𝟑 = −𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜸 + 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 − 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭𝒀𝐜𝐩𝟑 = −𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜸 + 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧  [6] 

The x and y coordinates of the 1st part of the safety zone edge (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) are given by: 32 

 𝒀𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞𝟏 = 𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡  [7] 

The x and y coordinates of the 2nd part of the safety zone edge (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) are given by: 33 

 (𝑿𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞𝟐 − 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 + 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭)𝟐 + (𝒀𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞𝟐−𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧)𝟐 = 𝑫𝟐𝟐 + (𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡−𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧)𝟐 [8] 

The x and y coordinates of the 3rd part of the safety zone edge (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) are given by: 34 

 (𝑿𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞𝟑 − 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 + 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭 −𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜸 + 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜸)𝟐+  (𝒀𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞𝟑−𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧 +𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜸 + 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜸)𝟐 =  𝑹𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐜𝐞𝟐 

[9] 

For calculating the x and y coordinates of the 4th part of the safety zone edge (𝑋 , 𝑌 ), the 35 

formula of involute curve from a circle of radius 𝑅  whose center is the origin (0, 0) with a tip of 36 

the string at (𝑅 , 0) is introduced as:  37 

 𝒙 = 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧 (𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽 + 𝜽 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽)𝒚 = 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧 (𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽 − 𝜽 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽) , 𝟎 ≤ 𝜽 ≤ 𝜸 [10]

where θ denotes an angle for an unwrapped string from the circle in a counter-clockwise direction. 38 

By moving and rotating this point (x, y), we can calculate the 4th part of the safety zone edge (𝑋 , 39 
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𝑌 ) as: 40 

 𝑿𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞𝟒 = 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 − 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭 − 𝒙 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜸 + 𝒚 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜸𝒀𝐬𝐚𝐟𝐞𝟒 = 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧 − 𝒙 𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜸 + 𝒚 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜸  [11]

From equations [1] to [11], the x and y coordinates of the crossing point of the escape path and the 41 

safety zone edge (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) are given by a function of Dwidth, Dattack, Rdevice, Dinitial, Dreact, Rturn, 42 

and α+β. 43 

The prey can escape from the predator when the time required for the prey to enter the 44 

safety zone (Tprey) is shorter than the time required for the predator’s capture device to reach that 45 

entry point (Tpred). Therefore, the prey is assumed to maximize the difference between the Tpred and 46 

Tprey (Tdiff). To incorporate the time required for the prey to turn, Tprey was divided into two phases: 47 

the fast-start phase, which includes the time for turning and acceleration (𝑇 ), and the constant speed 48 

phase (𝑇 ). This assumption is consistent with the previous studies [34-36] and was supported by our 49 

experiment (See Figure 4—figure supplement 1). Therefore:  50 

 𝑻𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲 = 𝑻𝟏 + 𝑻𝟐 [12]

For simplicity, the prey was assumed to end the fast-start phase at a certain displacement from the 51 

initial position in any α (D1; the radius of the dotted circle in Appendix 1—figure 1B) and to move at 52 

a constant speed Uprey to cover the rest of the distance (toward the edge of the safety zone 53 𝑋 + 𝑌 − 𝐷 , plus the length of the body that is posterior to the center of mass Lprey). 54 

Because a larger |α| requires further turning prior to forward locomotion, which takes time [34, 37], 55 

and the initial velocity after turning was dependent on |α| in our experiment (See Figure 4B), 𝑇  is 56 

given by a function of |α| [𝑇 (|α|)]. Therefore, Tprey can be expressed as:  57 

 𝑻𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲 = 𝑻𝟏(|𝜶|) + 𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬𝟐 + 𝒀𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬𝟐 − 𝑫𝟏 + 𝑳𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐲  

[13]

When the prey reaches the 1st part of the safety zone edge, Tpred can be expressed as:  58 

 𝑻𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝 = 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 + 𝑫𝟐 + 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭 − 𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝  [14]

When the prey reaches the 2nd part of the safety zone edge, Tpred can be expressed as: 59 

 𝑻𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝
= 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭 + 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧 𝐭𝐚𝐧 𝟏 𝑫𝟐(𝒀𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬 − 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧) − (𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬 − 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 + 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭)(𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡 − 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧)𝑫𝟐(𝑿𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬 − 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 + 𝑫𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭) + (𝑫𝐰𝐢𝐝𝐭𝐡 − 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧)(𝒀𝐜𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐬 − 𝑹𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐧)𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝  

[15]
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When the prey reaches the 3rd or 4th part of the safety zone edge, Tpred can be expressed as: 60 

 𝑻𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝 = 𝑫𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 + 𝑫𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐜𝐤𝑼𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝  [16]

From equations [1] to [16], we can calculate 𝑇  in response to the changes of α and β, from D1, 61 

Dwidth, Dattack, Rdevice, Dinitial, Dreact, Rturn, Uprey, Upred, and 𝑇 (|𝛼|). Given that the escape success is 62 

assumed to be dependent on 𝑇 , the theoretically optimal ET can be expressed as: 63 

 𝐓𝐡𝐞 𝐨𝐩𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐥 𝐄𝐓 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠𝐦𝐚𝐱𝜶 𝜷 (𝑻𝐝𝐢𝐟𝐟) [17]

 64 
 65 
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